Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Lara
Dolphin Class

This term, Mrs Wildish and I had a very easy decision in choosing an excellent
Dolphin to receive the Excellence Award. Although all of our Dolphins are
superstars, Lara has shone through this term with her positive attitude, impeccable
manners and beaming smile.
Lara has grown in confidence as the year has progressed and is always so happy
with herself when she achieves something new. She is equally as happy, if not more
so, when others in class achieve new goals too. Lara is the first to tell any of the
Dolphins how super she thinks their learning is. Just this week, Lara shared a story with
the class and took her teacher role very seriously! She showed great confidence in
reading the text and answering questions her classmates put forward – she is
destined to be a fabulous teacher!
Lara has a fabulous positive attitude and will never give up on a task. If she finds
something tricky, she will try her hardest to solve the problem on her own – having a
great sense of achievement when she does so. Lara will always want to complete
as much work as she possibly can, especially if it involves writing! She engages in all
learning tasks with a smile and will always want to go the extra mile – she was super
proud of herself when her work went onto the golden board and so were we!
We think she will be smiling for days when she realises she is our excellent Dolphin this
term! Lara, you have been a superstar so far this year and we can’t wait to see
what the last term brings. We know you’ll blossom in year one too – but we might
like to steal you back!

Signed - Mrs Howman

